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Reference for the INDRA CHIO-Si identification
and the Energy Loss routines

E. De Filippo, CEA/DSM/DAPNIA/SPhN

1 Introduction

The subroutines of "VEDASAC" library permit the charge identification of light
charged particles and heavy ions that are stopped in ionization chambers and
Si (CHIO-Si) of 2-9 rings. In section 2 the subroutines in the version used for
Ar+Ni reaction of the first campaign of experiments are described together with
the general structure of the program. In section 3 the method used to construct
cuts for identification and code's assignment is shown. In section 4 the program
to draw cuts is described. In section 5 the subroutines, files, common contents,
etc. are described in detail to permit their modification and use for the others
campaigns of experiments. In section 6 the energy loss routines are described.
Note that information on pulse generator and pedestals were not used for the
Ar+Ni identification, so all controls on stability and goodness of superposition
between various modules aren't automatic, but obtained using data-files that
contain information about modules during the various runs. This should be
modified, if possible, for the second campaign of experiments.

2 Reference manual (summary)

There are two principal subroutines in the library whose scheme is reported in Fig.
1, INITJDAPNIAJDENT and IDENT_CHIO.SLDAPNIA. The first is called in
the beginning of every new run and the second in every event where a particle is
stopped in CHIO-Si or from the "coherence routines".

Use of subroutines:

CALL INIT_DAPNIA_IDENT(irun,icode)
It is the main initialization module for the CHIO-SI identification. The routine
initialize a table for CHIO-Si calibration, call and initialize cut's files for the
successive identification, adjust calibration to obtain the better superposition
between different modules, and, for all modules between différent runs.

Input —y irun = current run number
Output —> icode = exit, code

icode = file unit (from 36 to 44): calibration or cut files are not found.
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Figure 1: Routines of the VEDASAC library

icode = -1: error found in cut initialization. There is a problem in the cut file.
The cut file(s) have been damaged or changed.

CALL IDENT_CHIO_SI_DAPNIA(irun,ic,im,icc,imc,
isilipjichiopjisilig^chiogjisimtjichiomt, ZED, ICODE)

It is the main identification routine for the CHIO-SI

Input

irun —> run number

ic —y ring number
im —> module number
ice -> ring number for bloc CHIO (2,4.6,8)
imc ->• module number for bloc CHIO (1,3,5,...21,23)
istlip —> "raw" channels Si (petit gain)
ichiop —> "raw" channels CHIO (petit gain)
isilig —> "raw" channels Si (grand gain)
ichiog —> "raw" channels CHIO (grand gain)
isimt —> Time marker Si
ichiomt —> Time marker CHIO



Output

ZED —> a real*4 number giving the charge Z of the ion. Example 6.5<Z<7.5 is
the N (Nitrogen).
ICODE —)• a quality factor code giving details about goodness of the
identification. Ten codes (10) are defined (see below).

CODE
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

MEANING
Identification OK
"noise". These are events in which the silicon information is
probably correct, but the CHIO information is wrong.
They form a zone of noise below the return
line. The ZED value is returned as negative. It has to be
rejected.
Generally good events, but in the zone of the return
slice for low Z ions.
"Heavy ions". The zone of heavy ions in the Bragg slice.
The Z value returned should be seen as an inferior limit.
QDC CHIO and Si pedestal (both GG and PG). Z=-99. It has
to be rejected.
The Si PG or the Si GG are negatives. ZED returned depending
of slice to which the point belong.
Saturation in CHIO. This code substitute code 3 when a
saturation occurs.
Z value obtained by extrapolation
Only the CHIO fired (Si not present). Z is a lower limit
Z=-99. Pathologic event that will be rejected by VEDA. No
identification is possible. It has to be rejected
Error in calling the CHIO-Si routines. These are valid only for
2 to 9 rings. It has to be rejected.

3 Charge identification method

The CHIO and Si of rings 2-9 are firstly energy calibrated. This permits to
superpose modules belonging to the same ring or to different rings if possible. In
the program it is possible to choose the groups of rings to superpose. In principle
it is possible to consider separately and to draw a grid of cuts for every ring.
In the Ar+Ni analysis the following groups where defined: rings 2-3-4-5, rings
6-7 and rings 8-9. This means that only 3 sets of cuts (one for group) were
drawn. Before beginning the identification it is necessary to obtain the better
superposition between the modules belonging to the same ring. The routines
called by READ-PARAM provide essentially to this aim. These routines can
modify the calibration parameters (as for example the factor j3 that permits the
conversion from Volt to MeV) or pedestals as a function of the run number. For
this reason the identification program use its own calibration routine for CHIO
and Si {GET-CALIBCHSI) that is independent from the calibration routines of
VEDA, although the calibration tables used are almost the same.
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For the identification both the "grand gain" (GG) and the "petit gain" (PG)
are used. Cuts for identification are drawn in GG CHIO-Si matrix up to Z=3
charge (see Fig. 2a). Cuts are essentially polygonals that are traced by hand with
the progam CUT (see next section) or with the help of a energy loss program.
Every charge is denned by a lower and an upper cut. Identification is obtained
only if a point of given X has his ordinate Y1<Y<Y2. The first cut drawn in
GG matrix has a special meaning for the identification program. It defines the
pedestal (code 4) and it is also the lower cut for Z=l charge. In PG matrix
(Fig. 3), cuts are drawn starting from Z=3 charge. Normally the PG cuts for
Z=3 charge are the same than these defined for the GG. If the Z=3 charge is not
found in GG it is looked for in PG. This permits to resolve some little matching
problem between PG and GG.

The charge obtained is real, a decimal part ±0.5 is given according to the
distance of the point from the two limiting cuts.

Once a charge has been determined an identification code is attributed to the
point. The following codes 0,1,2,3 are given with the help of cuts (Fig. 2b and
Fig. 4). In the GG matrix only the code 0,1,2 are attributed, the cut for the code
3 (Bragg line) being not defined. These cuts are of the same type than the other
but they are considered as special cuts for the program because their header (see
description of cut files) is marked with a "SAND" prefix.

The attribution of codes 2 and 3 is limited in routine IDENT-CHIOSLDAPNIA
by the value of the charge Z. For example for the Ar+Ni reaction only charges
greater than 14 can have the code 3 and code 2 is defined only for charges less
than 14. The code 4 (pedestal) is attributed by means of an identification cut.
As said before it is defined by the first cut in GG matrix. The attribution of the
code 7 (extrapolation) will be discussed in sec. 4 and 5.3. The codes 5,6,8,9,10
are assigned inside the program and are independent from cuts (see section 5.3
for details).
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Figure 5: The Z identification for ringi, 2-6. Ail codes

4 Cut's files and program

The program CUT is a comis + paw program that permits to draw, read, write,
etc. cuts in a format compatible with the vedasac library. PAW is used only
as graphical interface. The cuts aren't compatible with NUPLE contours and
HBOOK [1] or PAW library are not used to read or use the cuts created.

To start the program
1) Start PAW
2) Command —)• exec cut#init
3) The program will be active until exit from PAW

COMMANDS

GRAPHCUT {n} [iy] [ix] [ic] [itypej [u]
This is the principal command. Draw a cut on screen with mouse
n = number of cut
iy = y variable (1 = GG CHIO, 2 = PG CHIO)
ix = x variable (4 = GG Si, 5 = PG Si)
ic = the Z (charge) value if the cut is an identification cut or the code
if the cut is an AND cut.
itype = 0 (identification cut), 1 (AND cut)
u = updating cut (permits to modify an existing cut)

If the Z value is negative (ic = -26 for example) the identification routine will
take the absolute value (i.e. Z=26) but an extrapolation code (code 7) will be
automatically assigned. The format of the cut created is the following (x,y values
are in MeV):
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CUT mimber= 2 Points=

1
2
3
4
5
6

6 type 1 4
-5.792990

5.025040

16.615801

32.070099

226.794993

328.792999

2 $$$$

1.442600

0.476700

0.225600

0.071000

0.071000

0.071000

This is an identification cut defined upon GG CHIO (1), and GG Si (4) for Z=2
(2). The value of Z or code is written always in the lower cut. The maximum
number of points in a cut is 50. An AND cut (itype=l) assign a code (code
0,1,2,3) and not a charge Z. For example:

CUT number= 8 Points=

1
2
3
4
5

5 type 1 4

-6.000000

-4.754380

-2.000000

329.289001

345.950989

0 $AND

0.000000

3.474800

6.000000

6.000000

6.398800

This is a cut defined upon GG CHIO (1) and GG Si (4). It has been constructed
with itype=l and for this reason the prefix $AND appears. It will assign a code
0.

DRAWCUT {n}
Draw the cut n on screen (if the cut exist)

DRAWLIST {first} {last}
Draw all cuts from first to last

DELCUT {n}
Delete the cut n from memory (n=0 all cut are deleted)

PRINTOUT {n}
Print the cut n on PAW window (n=0 all cut)

READOUT
Read cuts from file on disk. The vedasac program can read files with
120 cuts maximum (Of course this value can be modified )

WRITECUT
Write cuts to a file on disk

HELPCUT
An on-line help

The CUT program is constituted from 4 files: cut.kumac (main) and cut.f,
cutp.f, cutw.f (comis-fortran files). This program can be found in directory
/home/usrl3/enrico/INDRA/cutv in the SUN.
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5 Inside the vedasac library

5.1 How to read cuts?

The subroutine LIT CUT permits to read cuts in the format defined before.
This routine also digitalizes cuts in a window of integer numbers [chmin,chmax],
using a defined number of bits (nbit). The values used are nbit=12, chmin=-
10, chmax=4086. These values can be changed in the subroutine. They will be
saved in the common dig. Another parameter that can be changed is the name
of the cut files to read, that is a function of the run number. The subroutine
ICUTDEF permits to give information to the program about cuts organization.
This is obtained by mean of the vector icutlist(2,6,9) (common cut) that is filled
as a function of run number in this subroutine (to improve the subroutine the
vector should be filled reading data from a file). As an example:

if(irun.gt.112)then
icut l is t (1,1,2) = 1 ring 2 grand gain
icu t l i s t ( l ,2 ,2) = 4
icu t l i s t ( l ,3 ,2 ) = 1 < there are AND conditions
icu t l i s t ( l ,4 ,2 ) = 5
icut l is t (1,5,2) = 8
icu t l i s t ( l ,6 ,2) = 2 < there are two groups to read

icut l is t (2,1,2) = 9 ring 2 pet i t gain
icut l is t (2,2,2) = 39
icut l is t (2,3,2) = 1
icutl is t(2,4,2) = 40
icut l is t (2,5,2) = 44

call C0PYCUT(2,3,5) th is def. is also for rings 3,4,5
endif

The first column of the vector "icutlist" is the number of groups (there is a
maximum of two groups of cuts, one for PG and one for GG). The third column
is the ring's number (ring 2 in the example). The second column contains the
following:

(1) first cut to read (the number is the cut's identification number)
(2) last cut to read
(3) flag to read AND conditions (0 = no read)
(4) first AND cut
(5) last AND cut
(6) number of groups (2 in the example because there are cuts for both
the GG (group 1) and the PG (group 2)

Once denned as to read cuts for the ring 2, if we want to use this cut's definition
also for the rings 3, 4 and 5 the subroutine COPYCUT is called with the 3
parameters: ring to copy (ring 2), first (ring 3) and last ring (ring 5) where the
cut's definition have to be copied. For example COPYCUT(S,9,9) copy the ring
8 cut's definition over the ring 9.
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5.2 Some comments about control routines

In the subroutine READJPARAM the base_dapnia vector is filled with cali-
bration data. The vector is contained in the common eta (include vedasacl.incl).
The base_dapnia vector contains:

BASE_DAPNIA(icou,imûcl>iLyp,3)=a2
BASE_DAPNIA(icou,imod,itypJ4)=al
BASE_DAPMIA(icou,imod,ityp,5)=aO
BASE_DAPMIA(icou,iraod,ityp,6)=beta

where icou is the number of ring, imod the number of module and ityp the stan-
dard type defined by VEDA. aO,al and a2 are the calibration coefficients and
beta the coefficient that gives the conversion from Volt to MeV. The routine
ADJUST_CALIB permits as a funtion of the run number to change the cali-
bration parameters or to do a translation in MeV (GG or PG) for all modules
belonging to the same ring or in particular to the same VXI rack (for Silicon de-
tector). All information used in this routine are taken from a data-base contained
in the file adjust.vedasac.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
— — — — — » — — — — — — — — — — — — — « — — — — .— — _ _ _ _ — — — — — — _ _ _ _ — — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ „ _ _ _ .

1 2 307 358 4.12 0.98 1.00 0.0 0.0 -1,
2 2 307 358 -1.0 0.98 1.00 0.0 0.0 -1,
2 4 307 358 -1.0 0.98 1.00 0.0 0.0 -1.
3 4 307 358 -1.8 0.98 1.00 0.0 0.0 -1.

4
5
5
6

6
6
8
8

307
307
307
307

358
358

358
358

0.0
0.5

0.5
0.0

0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.0
0.0
0.29
0.29

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

-1
-1
— 1

-1

The first two columns contains respectively the number of VXI racks and the
number of ring. Then there are two columns that contain the run interval for
which the correction is done. The column 5 contains a translation on Si (PG only)
(translations are always in MeV). In the example all Si of the rack 1 are translated
by +4.12 MeV. The column 6 contain a correction factor for the CHIO beta value
(PG and GG). (In the example all beta CHIO of the 6-7 rings are multiplied for
0.99). The column 7 contains a beta correction factor for Silicon (PG and GG).
The column 8 contains a translation on CHIO (PG) and the 9 one on CHIO
(GG). Finally the last column whose default value is -1. give the possibility to
define a saturation value {in MeV) for the CHIO (PG). Over this defined value a
code 6 (saturation) will be assigned (not used in the example). A vector "corbet"
in the common beta-cor (include vedasacLincl) will contain the beta correction
done for CHIO (column 6). This is useful if it is necessary to restore for some
reason the original values.
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5.3 Some comments about the identification routine
In the identification routine Ident_Chio.Si_DAPNIA some parameters are fixed
to conventional values. These values can be changed if necessary as a function
of the run number. These are names of variables and values used for the Ar+Ni
experiment:

Silneg = -1 (MeV).If silicon energy is below this value a code 5 is assigned.
Chilovv = -0.3 (MeV) below this value for CHIO energy Z=-l and code=l
No cut have to be defined below this value.
Cod2max: rehaussement is not considered beyond this value
Cod3min: The code 3 (heavy ions) is not assigned below this value

This table gives a summary how the codes are assigned:

CODE
0
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

HOW
AND cuts
AND cuts
AND cuts
AND cuts

All points below the first GG cut
and greater then Chilow

parameter Silneg
defined in adjust.vedasac file
Given by identification CUTS

by time marker values
by time marker values

Note
Cod2max and Cod3min can restore 0 code

Chilow parameter also assign this code
Cod2max gives a Z limit
Cod3min gives a Z limit

none

Assigned in Ident.CHIO...routine
Assigned in Ident.CHIO...routine
Also given by arextra.vedasac file
Assigned in Ident_CHIO...routine
Assigned in Ident_CHIO...routine

We have already seen in section 3 how the code from 0 to 4 are assigned. Now
we will consider the other codes. An (*) indicates codes that don't require any
action by the user to be assigned.

The code 5(*) marks negative energies in Silicon. An energy is conventionally
considered negative if his value is less than the parameter "silneg" whose value is
fixed to -1 MeV. Anyway there are some restrictions: if the silicon energy is less
than -8 MeV the event is rejected with a code 9 (Z=99).

The code 6 marks events that saturates in CHIO PG. In the first campaign
of experiments this kind of events can be found in runs 101-112 only. To as-
sign a code 6 it is necessary to fix for a given ring the limiting energy value
in MeV (above it, there is saturation); this value has to be written in the file
"adjust.vedasac", column 10, as explained in section 5.2. Note that this limiting
value is common to all modules of the ring.

The code 7 is the extrapolation code. To assign a code 7 the only operation
to do is to write a negative Z in the header of the lower cut that define a given
charge Z as indicated in the example for Z=26:

CUT number= 68 Points= 22 type 2
1 -5.287386

5 -26

56.878128

14



The code 8(*) is assigned only when the CHIO fired (the CHIO has a good
time marker). In this case the silicon energy is forced to 0 MeV and a Z value is
determined. The code 8 is assigned to this event.

The code 9(*) is assigned when a "pathological" event occurs. Generally
these are events where it is impossible to assign a charge Z.

Finally the VEDASAC library contains also the routines for the CHIO cali-
bration whose description is not considered here [2],

The VEDASAC library can be found in the IBM version at CCPN on disk
INDRA 200 (source name: vedasac fortran). The library is linked to the VEDA
program [3].

A SUN version "vedasac.f" is in directory /home/usrlS'/'enrico/INDRA/'cutv.
An example of main program for this library is "cutveda2.f" in the same directory.
It is a simple program that can read data from Paw NUPLEs. The SUN version
of the library presents little differences from the CCPN version.

6 The Energy Loss routines

These routines calculate the energy loss of particles in a set of materials (essen-
tially the INDRA detectors) in a very fast mode. This gives the possibility to use
the routines, for example, to make events by events calculations inside the VEDA
program. The reference manual for the routines can be found in Appendix. At
CCPN the routines can be found in disk INDRA 200 (source file indraloss for-
tran). They use the data file "lossl vedasac" and are linked to the "VEDASAC"
library. We shall refer to these routines as the "INDRALOSS" library.

6.1 The INDRALOSS library
The method used consists to construct a data table where, for a given material,
the range of a particle is expressed as a function of the particle incident energy
in a polynomial form:

log{R) = aQ + culogfà + a2log2(e) + ... + a-olog5(e) (1)

where R is the range in rag/cm2 and e the energy in MeV/A. The same polynomial
law is used to determine the incident energy per nucléon as a function of the range:

log(c) = a'0 + a\log{R) + a'2log2(R) + ... + aiJog5{R) (2)

The coefficients a!...as, a.[...af5 are determined by a simple fit procedure over data
taken from energy loss tables (see next section for details) and are put in the
data file "lossl". The program use this table for all operations and this explain
the fast time required to make a calculation. Five stopping medium are defined
in the actual version of the program: Silicon (1), Mylar (2), Plastic scintillator
NE102A (3), Ni (4), C3F8 (5). The calculation can be made if the fit's coefficients
are defined in the data table "lossl" for the incident charge Z requested for a
given medium (if not the routines give the error code number 3: Z not found in
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medium). Range tables (and the corresponding fits) are defined only for a given
isotope A of charge Z. When the library routines are called using an isotope A'
different from A the following formula is used in the program to calculate the
range for the same energy per nucléon:

Ri = Rj * {A! I A) (3)

There are three kinds of calculation that can be done:

1) input = incident energy output = loss of energy, residual energy.
2) input = residual energy output = loss of energy, incident energy.
3) input = loss of energy output = incident energy, residual energy.

The first two calculations are obtained calling the subroutine PAR AM and the
third one by the subroutine DELTA. Note that the DELTA subroutine use an
iterative procedure. The input of the subroutine DELTA is the energy loss AE
(in MeV) in a given material. At every iteration a value AEcaic is calculated.
When the difference | AE — AEcatc |< e the procedure is considered convergent
and results are given. The value of e is fixed by the user (it is an input parameter
for the routine).

The incident energy limits of the INDRALOSS library are described in Ap-
pendix.

6.2 The Energy-Range data
The fit procedure described in the preceding section is based upon the knowledge
of the relation between range and incident energy for a given ion and medium. At
low energy (E<2.5 MeV/A) the Northcliffe and Schilling tables were used [4].
In these table the Si,Ni, and Mylar data are directly found. For the compound
material NE102A defined as CsHs the range was calculated using the following
formula:

where Re and R# are respectively the ranges in C and H. For the compound
C3F8 the same method was used, but data range for F (not present in the tables)
were interpolated from N and 0 data. For incident energy greater than 2.5
MeV/A the range tables were generated using parametrizations and methods
defined in the Hubert et al. tables [5]. The SUN program RANGAZ2 (directory
home/usrlS/enrico/range) can generate the Hubert range tables for H,C,O,F,Ne
and all possible compounds of these materials (for example Mylar CioHgO^).
Data for Si and Ni were directly taken from the original Hubert tables. The
program RANGAZ2 gives the possibility to change the Hubert parametrization
to calculate the electronic stopping power when a gaz is considered (the Hubert
tables are defined only for solids). The new parametrization [6] is valid only if
the gaz components have a charge Z between 6 and 11. This is the case for the
INDRA ionization chamber gaz C3F8. The stopping power is given by the scaling
law:
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in which 7Z1 is the heavy ion effective charge ans Sre/ is the stopping power of
the same medium for a reference ion of the same velocity and of effective charge
Zre/ [5]. The a particle was choosen as reference ions in eq. (5) until the incident
energy of 70 MeV/A. The stopping power data for a particles were taken from
ref. [7]. For incident energies greater than 70 MeV/A protons stopping powers
were considered a,s reference. Data for proton were taken from ref. [8]. The 7
parametrization is given by:

7 = 1 - xiexp{-x2{E/A)X:iZ-*<) (6)

where E/A is the energy per nucléon of the ion and Zi the ion charge. Calling Z2
the target atomic number, the new parametrization for gaz used is given by [6]:

D = 0.51216+0.5693 *ezp(-0.002158 *Z2)

B = 2.6878

C = 0.07452

xl = D + B * exp{-C * Zi) (7)

x2 = 11.109 + 0.1057 *log{Z2)

x3 = 0.5622 - 0.07901 * log{Z2)

xi = 0.8276 - 0.03059 * log(Z2)

Using prescriptions of ref. [5] the range is then calculated integrating the stopping
power:

fE0 R{2.5) (8)R(E0)= fE

J2.5
{)

.5

where the second term is the range for 2.5 MeV/A and was taken from ref. [4].

6.3 An interactive LOSS program

An interactive LOSS program that use the INDRALOSS library can be used for
UNIX or VMS systems. In the SUN it is called NEWLOSS and can be found in
the directory /home/usrIS'/enrico/range. It uses the input files "lossl.dat" (the
data table) and loss.inp (the input file). This is an example of input file:

file data per INDRALOSS ****** comment line (this is part of file)
dir Einc > DE, Eres
2 -1 NDETECTORS, NEMERGY (<0 = ei, ef, pass)
2. 4. Z,A
5 2 l=Si, 2=My, 3=NE102A, 4=Ni, 5=C3F8
30. 2.5 Thickness(mbar if gaz, micron if solid)
10. 200. 10. Incident energy (E<0 = E/A)
*************************** Comment line

inv Eres > DE, Einc

3 4 NDETECTQRS, NENERGY (<0 = ei, ef, pass)
64. 158. Z,A
1 2 5 l=Si, 2=My, 3=NE102A, 4=Ni, 5=C3F8
300. 2.5 49. Thickness
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-0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5

ran
-1
6. 12.
1
300.
-2. -150. -2.
***************************

del
-1
0.005
6. 12.
1
300.

10. 60. 5.
*** 4 detectors *********

dir
4 -1
7. 14.
2 5 2 1
2.5 49. 2.5 300.
-i. -100. -2.
*************************

end

Residual energy (E<0 = E/A)
Comment line
Einc — > RANGE
NENERGY (<0 = ei, ef, pass)
Z,A
l=Si, 2=My, 3=NE102A, 4=Ni, 5=C3F8
Ignore it
Incident energy (E<0 = E/A)
Comment line
DE > Einc,Eres
NENERGY (<0 = ei, ef, pass)
precision factor (for iteration)
Z,A
l=Si, 2=My, 3=NE102A, 4=Ni, 5=C3F8
Thickness
Energy loss (E<0 = E/A)
Comment line
Einc > DE, Eres
NDETECTDRS, NENERGY (<0 = e i , ef, pass)
Z,A
l=Si, 2=My, 3=NE102A, 4=Ni, 5=C3F8
Thickness
Incident energy (E<0 = E/A)
Comment l ine
This end the input data

I line: Every calculation starts with a comment line and the type of calculation:
five types of calculations are defined (the last simply stops the program):

DIR INV RAN DEL END
There is no limit to the numbers of calculations (5 in the example). Reading

of the input file ends when the type "END" is met. The table gives the meaning
of every type:

TYPE
DIR
INV
DEL
RAN

INPUT
incident energy
residual energy
loss of energy
incident energy

OUTPUT
loss of energy, residual energy
loss of energy, incident energy
incident energy, residual energy
range (mg/cm2)

II line: NDETECTORS is the number of detectors in a telescope. It is not
defined for the type RAN,DEL where the calculation can be done for one detector
only. The second parameter controls how the incident energy have to be written.
If the NENERGY>0 this is the number of energies to calculate. In the last line
the values of these energies have to be put. If NENERGY=-1, in the last line
have to be put respectively the E,- (initial energy), E/ (final energy) and the step
in energy. If these values are negatives the energy is given in MeV/A.
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III line: The Z and A are the charge and the mass of the incident particle. For
the type DEL a precision factor have to precede the Z and A (see example).

IV line: The material codes of the medium(s).

V line: The thicknesses of the medium(s) in ^m for solid material, and mbar for
gaz.

Last line: The incident energies (DIR,RAN), the residual energy (INV) or the
loss of energy (DEL)
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APPENDIX
The LOSS of energy routines (reference):

important :
all real parameters passed have to be declared real*8 (double precision)

in the MAIN program.

the file lossl.dat is necessary

call L0SS_INIT(inf, ICODE)
This is the initialization routine that have to be called firstly.
It sets the default values for the INDRA detectors' and read the
parameters for calculation from file lossl.dat

input — > inf file unit for lossl.dat
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output --> ICODE 0=ok, 7=file not found
************************************** *****#***********+:***** + *;((;(<:), *;(,:*;

call SET_THICKNESS(thick,id)
set the thickness values for a detector. If not called the
default values are used

input > thick thickness (micron if solid, mbar if gaz)
> id material identifier

1 = Si
2 = My
3 = NE102A
4 = Ni (une cible)
5 = C3F8

(default values: Si=300 micron, My=2.5 micron, NE102=500 micron,
C3F8=50 mbar (T=19 deg.)
*********************************************************************

call GETJIHICKNESS(THICK,id)
get the thickness values for a detector.

input > id material identifier
output > thick thickness (micron if solid, mbar if gaz)

1) call PARAM(einc,az,am,id,DE,ERES,idt,ICODE) idt = 1
2) call PARAM(eres,az,am,id,DE,EIMC,idt)ICDDE) idt = 2
calculation of the energy loss and residual energy (1) or incident
energy (2)

1) input > einc
az.am
id
idt

output DE
ERES
ICODE

2) input > eres
az,am
id
idt

output DE

EINC

ICODE

incident energy (MeV)
Z projectile, A projectile
material identifier
=1 (einc > ères,de)
energy loss
residual energy
0=ok, 3= Z not found in material

residual energy (MeV)
Z projectile, A projectile
material identifier
=2 (eres > einc,de)
energy loss
incident energy
0=ok, 3= Z not found in material

subroutine called
function ELOSS
GETPARAM
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*********************************************************************

call DELTA(de,az,am,id,EINC,ERES,ITER,eps,ICODE)
calculation of incident and residual energy when only DE is known

input > de energy loss
az,am Z projectile, A projectile
id material identifier
eps precision factor

output — > einc.eres Incident energy, Residual energy
iter The number of iteration done to complete the

calculation
icode 0= ok

1= the particle stops in the detector (the program
runs only if the particle punchs throught).

2= too much iterations. Try with a bigger eps
3= Z not found in material (from PARAM)

subroutine called:
PARAM

call RANGE(einc,az,am,id,RANG)
calculation of the range in a given material

input > einc incident energy
az,am Z projectile, A projectile
id material identifier

output . rang range (mg/cm"2)

subroutine called

GET.PARAM
***********

function AMASS(z) [defined also in VEDA]
AM = amass(z)
calculate a mass from an empirical formula

input > s zet
output > a real*8 AM mass

limits: the calculation could give wrong results beyond these limits

lower limit (energy) 0.1 MeV/A
upper limit (energy) Z<=2 400 MeV/A

Z>=3 100 MeV/A
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